
1. consider: 

 

(v) to think about something carefully, especially before making

a choice or decision 

 

(syn: take into account, keep in mind, bear mind) 

 

"Dog did not ____________ that most foxes were known for being

manipulative." 

 

(考虑, Kǎolǜ)(considerar)

2. develop: 

 

(v) to make an argument or idea clearer by studying it more or

by speaking or writing about it in more detail 

 

(syn: advance, evolve) 

 

"The author _______________ed the theme of determination in three

related scenes of the story." 

 

(发展, Fāzhǎn) (desarrollarse)

3. elaborate: 

 

(v) to give more details or new information about something 

 

(syn: clarify, explain, spell out) 

 

"After reading "The Fox," you must use details from the text to

___________________ why you chose the theme of determination." 

 

(阐述, Chǎnshù) (elaborar)

4. identify: 

 

(v) to recognize something or discover exactly what it is, what

its nature or origin is etc  

 

(Syn: recognize, determine, pinpoint) 

 

 

"She ________________d Fox as dangerous threat, but thought flying

was worth the risk." 

 

(鉴定, Jiàndìng) (identificar)
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5. instance: 

 

(n) a specific fact, idea, person, or thing that is used to explain

or support an idea 

 

(syn: example, case)  

 

"There are many ___________________s where students have shown a

growth mindset. 

 

(例, Lì) (ejemplo)

6. relevant: 

 

(adj) directly connected to the subject or problem being talked

about or considered  

 

(syn: pertinent, related, applicable) 

 

"Dog did not think Magie's warnings were _____________ when he

invited Fox to join them." 

 

(相应, Xiāngyìng) (pertinente)

7. significant: 

 

(adj) having an important effect or influence, especially on

what will happen in the future 

 

(syn: important, impactful, crucial) 

 

"The most ______________ detail is that she decides to live even

though she's stuck in the desert." 

 

(重大/Zhòngdà) (significativa)

8. situation: 

 

(n) a combination of all the things that are happening and all

the conditions that exist at a particular time in a particular

place 

 

(syn: circumstances, conditions, problem, plight ) 

 

"I explained the _______________ to everyone so they understood

why they need to evacuate the house before the hurricane hit." 

 

(情况, Qíngkuàng) (situación)



9. slightly: 

 

(adj) a little  

 

(syn: kind of, somewhat) 

 

"This car is a ___________ different color blue than mine." 

 

(略, Lüè) ( ligeramente)

10. whether: 

 

(conjunction) used when talking about a choice you have to make or about something that is not certain 

 

(*Sometimes you can use the word "if") 

 

"Magpie was not sure ___________ she wanted to be loyal to dog or fly with fox." 

 

(是否, Shìfǒu) (ya sea)


